
PREFACE

In the recent past, people have used jet pumps in many 

di ve rsified fields and at times, in fascinating areas like 

nuclear power station, space vehicle*, deep sea - mining, 

dredging etc. My interest in the area of pipeline 

t ra nsp orta tio n of solids coupled with the diversified 

ap pl ic ations of two phase jet pumps (water as primary fluid 

and w a ter- s ol id  mixture as secon dary fluid) inspired me to 

take up this problem on "Dynamics of Jet Punps - with 

speci fic ref erence to H ydra ulic T ranspo rtat i on of Solid s " 

for in vestigation.

A lth ough  a good amount of inf ormatio n is available on 

li qu id-liq uid jet pumps, not much, however, is available on 

two phase jet pumps (solids handling jet pumps). From the 

literature review it is apparent that most of the works on 

jet pumps rely on many experimental coefficients wh ich have 

to be used for general case with reservation. The mixing of 

two coaxial jets being the heart of the problem, has not been 

given due im portance in the existing literature. As such, the 

purpose of present work is to in ves tigate the problem afresh. 

The basic problem lies in correctly es timating (i) the 

pressure d ist r ibu ti on  along flow axis and (ii) the velocity 

dis tr i b u tio n at a sec tion for several geometrical and flow 

variati ons of the single as well as two phase jet pumps. 

Before a tte mpt in g the inve stiga ti on  of the problem on two 

phase jet pumps it became imperative to put the dynamics of 

jet pumps for single phase jet pumps on a stronger footing.
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Next, the model was extended to take care of solid-liquid 

mixture on the se condary  side of the jet pump.

The reliable and extensive ex perimental data generated 

on a well desig ned and fabricated test rig by Sanger at NASA 

laboratories was a good wealt h of information on liquid- 

liquid jet pumps and this was used to check the validity of 

the theoretical model proposed in this investigation. For 

two phase jet pumps, fresh experimental data was genera ted on 

a test rig designed and fabricated speciall y for this 

investigation. Two types of solids - Sand and P.V.C. 

granules - were used in the investigation .

The present report is divided into six chapters, each 

h i g h light ing a distinct aspect of the problem.

Major ap plic at ions of the Jet-Lift systems for hydraulic 

t ra ns p ort atio n with specific reference to dredging and 

deep-sea mining are briefly di s cussed  in Chapter I. In 

Chapte r II, the important ava il able literature on the subject 

has been reviewed. The equations pro posed by various 

re se archers have been reported in this chapter along with the 

range of varia bles for different parameters. A new 

the oretic al  ap p roach  to explain the mixi ng behaviour of two 

coaxial jets under different initial conditions has been 

proposed in Ch apter III. Further, a method to explain the 

flow behaviour of so lid-liqu i d mixture through ducts of 

various cross sections in steady state and es tablishe d flow 

conditions applicab le to Jet-Lift sys tem has been given in
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this chapter. The details of experimental set-up, 

experimental procedure and investigations have been presented 

in Chapter IV. The comparision of the theoretical

investigations with (i) the experimental data of Sanger and

(ii) the data generate d using the present set-up have been 

discussed in Chapter V. The conclusions and the scope for

further work have been given in Chapter VI. The effect of 

important paramet ers  on jet pump performan ce has also been 

high lighted  in this chapter.

Each chapter contains a brief introduction and 

de libe rati ons on a particular aspect of the problem. 

S. I. s ystem  of units has been used all through the report, 

except at places where rese archers have reported in other 

system of units.
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